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Learn Beginner Guitar Tabs and Songs

Learning guitar is a big challenge initially, but it's pretty easy once you get the hang of it. For getting a
good grip you need the right teacher. And believe me, it is quite a task to find out who's the best guitar tutor
or guitar course.

April 10, 2010 - PRLog -- These are the most suitable online guitar lessons for beginners who wish to get a
strong foundation on guitar to be able to read and write tabs and notations and to learn some scales, chords
and songs. 

So you may read this article to get an idea about what these courses have to offer.
These are the courses that I will be talking about.

* JamPlay
* Jamorama
* Team Method Guitar

JamPlay 
JamPlay - http://www.onlineguitarschools.com/JamPlay-Review.htm offers Acoustic, Electric and other
genres of Guitar Lessons for complete beginners to intermediate and advanced level guitarists. JamPlay
Guitar Lessons are in High Definition Video Quality and is really enjoyable to watch and learn. The video
guitar lessons are available in 3 different resolutions for different internet speeds.

Jam Play Course Highlights
* FREE Video Guitar Lessons divided into Beginner Acoustic and Electric Lessons and special Kids
Acoustic Guitar Lessons & also you get Popular Songs Lessons.

* 372+ Hrs of Guitar Lessons including 200 Song Lessons and 12+ hrs of LIVE web cam Lessons from 35
Instructors. And also, the members have access to all the lessons in Jam Play database from every
instructor.

* But Jam Play doesn't have the option of downloading their course to your PC. You must have a high
speed Broadband connection to view their video lessons, which is a a flaw that I noticed. But if you
overlook that part, JamPlay offers State-Of-The-Art video guitar lessons for beginners, kids and advanced
players alike in High Definition.

Jamorama
Jamorama offers Free Guitar Lessons in the form of a 6 part mini-course where you will be learning the
basics of guitar such as guitar holding position, holding the pick, right sitting and standing positions to
reading Tabs, strumming styles, learning to play the basic chords and ultimately at the end of the free
course, you will be able to play a song with the Jamorama Band.

Jamorama Guitar course - http://www.onlineguitarschools.com/Jamorama-Review.htm is known to be the
most affordable, trusted, and reliable acoustic guitar course for beginners and it comes in 4 different
editions,

* Jamorama Standard Edition
* Jamorama Deluxe Edition
* Jamorama Hardcopy Edition
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* Jamorama Free Guitar Lessons

The main benefit of subscribing to their free guitar lessons is that you get a 20% discount on the Standard
Edition course, i.e. you will save $10. 

Online Chord Book and Progression Chart
The Online Chord and Progression chart is multimedia based,  and extremely easy to use software which is
a must have tool for every guitarist, it includes all the commonly used and essential chords with 3 variations
of each chord in two different image formats. There are also suggestions for Chord Progressions for
different genres of music.

Jayde Musica
Jayde Musica is a Software Game that allows you to master the art of reading musical notations through an
interesting game with different difficulty levels. It is not just fun to play Jayde Musica but at the same time
you will become a master at reading musical notations. You need to play it to believe it.

Team Method Guitar
Team Method Guitar has been designed by Ben Edwards who designed Jamorama Guitar Course. Ben is a
seasoned guitarist and above all a professional guitar teacher who has been teaching online for over 4 years
now and has taught over 35,000 students till now. After listening to the feed backs of so many students that
he has worked with, he understood that no one teacher can teach all the necessary skills and different styles
as compared to a bunch of them with expertise in varied styles and genres. And that thought has ultimately
took shape in the form of 'Team Method Guitar' online guitar course.

Team Method Guitar Course Highlights

* You will start learning right from the BASICS namely Learning Chords, TABS and Rhythm with the help
of 148 integrated video lessons.

* You will learn to 'Play-By-Ear'. That is you will be learning the technique to play by just listening to a
band playing live or in a radio and instantly play along with them. You would be able to recognize the
chords and progressions that they are playing and play along with them almost instantly.

* Team Method Guitar has included another useful and cool tool called 'Chord Reference Library' which as
72 pages of high resolution chord diagrams, plus 216 chord variations AND a chord progression for each of
these 216 chords.

* Once you are comfortable with the basic concepts of guitar, you will be taught advanced techniques
where you will be learning the theory and process of playing lead guitar from 43 step-by-step video lessons.
You will also learn much more advanced techniques like hammer ons, pull offs, whole bends, half bends,
step bends, legato, tapping and much more.

* Along with the lead guitar techniques, you will be also learning Acoustic Guitar techniques like finger
picking and palm deadening. The best part is that they have included an 'acoustic version' of 26 of their Jam
Tracks to practice your acoustic guitar lessons.

* To take your LEAD guitar skills to a next level, you will be taught how to utilize the entire
FRET-BOARD of the guitar to play melodious and impressive leads all over the neck of the guitar, which
is called the CAGED Learning System. They have laid out 12 step-by-step lessons that will teach you to
play ANY style of lead with ANY style of music in ANY musical key.
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# # #

The first step towards learning guitar is to find a professional guitar course and everything else will follow.
Read my testimonial about the oldest guitar course on DVD since 1982 
http://www.squidoo.com/complete-rock-guitar-lessons-for-a...

--- End ---
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